New opportunities for West physics students

By Betty Bean

West High School physics teacher Joe Joerig is quick to find new opportunities for students, when he heard the University of Tennessee has received an $8.5 million grant from the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy to study the transfer of electrical energy as part of a long-term overhaul of the nation's power grid. The project will help kids involved.

“They are exploring not just electrical power generation, but also transmission – moving power from TVA to their homes and ones and energy sources – wind, solar, others like that. We contacted UT and our students are working with them, and the students are learning about these new power technologies,” said Joe, who was a professional engineer for five years.

The Tennessee football family is desperate for good news. UT is in a crisis – and Joerig believes the kids is only the beginning.

Next fall the school welcomes a new teacher. Doug Dickey once hired Foy. Undoubtedly, twice the size of the previous coach, he may have a chance to turn the scene.

Joerig is deciding he really wants a coaching job and not just a token run coach who can only occasionally grab a bite of the action.

Jay Graham, 36, brings a solid football background, and his rock-solid arrangement was selling.
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